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Fluid resuscitation in trauma
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This is particularly truehwhere the bleeding source cannot caused by an exhaustion of the vasomotor centre
Tsurgeryaor interventional radiology. because of over stimulation. He further demonstrated in
be controlled without
Appropriate fluid replacement is an essential component of trauma fluid resuscitation. Once hemorrhage is
controlled, restoration of normovolemia is a priority. In the presence of uncontrolled haemorrhage, aggressive
fluid management may be harmful. The crystalloid-colloid debate continues but existing clinical practice is

more likely to reflect local biases rather than evidence based medicine. Colloids vary substantially in their

pharmacology and pharmacokinetics,and the experimental finding based on one colloid cannot be
extrapolated reliably to another. In the initial stages of trauma resuscitation the precise fluid used is probably

not important as long as an appropriate volume is given. Later, when the microcirculation is ‘leaky’, there
may be some advantages to high or medium weight colloids such as hydroxyethyl starch. Hypertonic saline

solutions may have some benefit in patients with head injuries. A number of hemoglobin solutions are under

development, but one of the most promising of these has been withdrawn recently. It is highly likely that at
least one of these solutions will eventually become routine therapy for trauma patient resuscitation. In the
meantime, contrary to traditional teaching, recent data suggest that restrictive strategy of red cell transfusion

may improve outcome in some critically ill patients.
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Therefore, after ensuring an adequate airway, oxygenation
and ventilation, the focus for resuscitation of the severely
injured patient switches to approach to appropriate and
effective fluid replacement to reverse hemorrhagic shock
and to restore perfusion to vital organs.[4] Each decade
has brought improvements in our understanding of shock
following trauma. With more understanding of the
underlying mechanisms, we have been able to define more
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canine experiments that plasma fluid could escape into
injured tissue in volumes sufficient to produce
hypotension. Cannon et al[6] warned, “Injection of a fluid
that will increase blood pressure has dangers in itself.
Hemorrhage in a case of shock may not have occurred
to a marked degree because pressure has been too low
to overcome the obstacle offered by a clot. If the pressure
is raised before checking the bleeding, blood that is sorely
needed may be lost”.

Physiology[7]
Shock is an imbalance in the oxygen supply to tissues
relative to the needs of the tissues. Loss of intravascular
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volume causes increased vascular tone. Blood flow is
redistributed among the organ systems of the body and
perfusion to the heart and brain is maintained at the
expense of cutaneous, splanchnic and renal vascular
beds. Intravascular volume deficits cause increase in
sympathetic tone. Capillary hydrostatic pressure is
decreased and the extracellular fluid is depleted as
transcapillary refill occurs. Acidosis initially facilitates the
unloading of oxygen to the tissues and urine output is
diminished as water and sodium are retained.
Catecholamine levels are increased to increase cardiac
output and blood pressure. Release of prostaglandins
cause local vasodilatation, whereas thromboxane A2
release, cause vasoconstriction. Platelet-activating factor
causes coronary vasoconstriction and increases platelet
aggregation.[8]

stages of development[9,10] [Table 1]. Free hemoglobin
causes severe renal injury. Polymerization of the
hemoglobin overcomes this problem and improves
intravascular persistence. Human hemoglobin-based
preparations are naturally occurring and have been
studied extensively; however, there is a limited availability
of outdated units of blood that are needed for production.
There are three main sources for the hemoglobin
solutions currently under development: (a) bovine blood,
(b) out-of-date human blood and (c) recombinant
hemoglobin. The products currently under investigation
do not require cross-matchings, have similar dissociation
curve to blood and are apparently free from risk of
transmitting viral or bacterial infections. They have an
intravascular half-life of about 24h. Diaspirin cross-linked
hemoglobin [DCLHb (Hem Assist, Baxter)] and bovine
hemoglobin solution (Hemopure, Biopure) have a
significant vasopressor effect, which is thought to result
from scavenging endothelial nitric oxide.[10]
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Table 1: Hemoglobin - based red cell substitutes
Manufacturer
Baxter
(Deerfield, IL)

Product
HemAssist
(Diaspirin cross-linked)

Type of Hb
Human outdated
blood

Northfield Lab.
(Evanstone, IL)

PolyHeme
(Glutaraldehyde
polymerized)
HemoLink
(O-raffinose polymerized)

Human

Hemosol
(Etobicoke,
Ontario, Canada)
Biopure
(Upjohn,
Cambridge, MA)
Somatogen
(Boulder, CO)
SVR = Systemic
PVR = Pulmonary
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Hemopure
(Glutaraldehyde
polymerized)
Optro
(Recombinantly
Cross-linked)
vascular resistance
vascular resistance

Human Outdated
blood
Bovine

Recombinant

Adverse effects
Vas-Vasomotor tone
nitric oxide
scavenging
Mild increases
in bilirubin

Comments
Development
ceased

Mild
gastrointestinal
discomfort.
↑ SVR and PVR
↓ cardiac output

Phase II
trials

Vasoconstriction
Gastrointestinal

Phase III
trials

Phase III
trials
Phase I
trials
symptoms
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Colloids: A colloid is a fluid, containing particles that
are large enough to exert an oncotic pressure across
the microvascular membrane. In comparison to the
crystalloids, they have greater intravascular persistence.
The duration of intravascular persistence depends on
molecular size, shape and ionic charge. Albumin is the
only colloid containing particles of uniform molecular
weight (monodisperse). The other colloids are polymers
and contain particles with a wide range of molecular
weights. Albumin, dextran and blood are naturally
occurring colloids. Semisynthetic colloids include
modified gelatins, hydroxyethyl starch and hemoglobin
solutions. A 1 liter infusion of dextran 70 causes a 790
ml/L increase in plasma volume; 6% hetastarch, a 710
ml/L increase; 5% albumin, a 490 ml/L increase; and
physiologic salt solution, a 180 ml/L increase. [12]
Proponents of colloid tout the more rapid resuscitation
and lower volume of fluid needed with colloid
resuscitation. Serum protein levels are maintained at
more normal levels; therefore, the peripheral edema,
usually manifest after massive resuscitation, is avoided
somewhat.

ineffective for replacing intravascular fluid loss.
Advantages of crystalloid use note the lesser cost of
crystalloid compared with colloids, although larger
volumes are needed to reach similar endpoints. In states
of increased vascular permeability, colloids tend to leak
into the extravascular space, which leads to increases
in colloid oncotic pressure in the interstitium, potentially
increasing total lung water and pulmonar y
dysfunction.[12] This increased oncotic pressure also
may hamper the mobilization of third space fluid. The
major disadvantages of isotonic crystalloids are their
limited ability to remain within the intravascular space.
Lactated Ringer’s solution by the end of a 1 liter infusion
expands the intravascular compartment by only 194 ml,
the remaining 80% of fluid is lost to the interstitial space.
Generally, two to four times as much crystalloid as 5%
albumin or 6% hetastarch is required to achieve the
same physiologic endpoints.[13]
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extracellular space. Crystalloids containing less than
isotonic concentrations of sodium will be increasingly
distributed to the intracellular space. Dextrose 5% is
distributed throughout the total body water and is

The beneficial effects of hypertonic saline following
controlled hemorrhage have been established. Using
hypertonic saline during uncontrolled hemorrhage,
however, has been strongly questioned.

Table 2: Composition of crystalloid and colloid solutions used for fluid resuscitation
Component
NS (0.9%)
Sodium (mEq/L)
154
Potassium (mEq/L)
0
Chloride (mEq/L)
154
Lactate (mEq/L)
0
Calcium (mEq/L)
0
Acetate (mEq/L)
0
Gluconate (mEq/L)
0
Magnesium (mEq/L)
0
Osmolarity (mOsm/L)
310
Oncotic pressure (mmHg)
0
pH
5.0

LR
130
4
109
28
2.7
0
0
0
275
0
6.5

P-lyte
140
5
98
0
0
27
23
3
294
0
7.4

HS (3%)
513
0
513
0
0
0
0
0
1025
0
5.0

Albumin (5%)
-145
0
-145
0
0
0
0
0
310
20
6.9

Hetastarch (6%)
154
0
154
0
0
0
0
0
310
30
5.5

Dextran-70 (6%)
154
0
154
0
0
0
0
0
310
60
3-7

Gelatins
145
5.1
145
0
0
6.25
0
0
~Isotonic
~ 35-39
7.3

HS - hypertonic saline, LR - lactated Ringer’s, NS - normal saline
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Objectives of Fluid Replacement

When to Give Fluid

Severe hypovolemia is associated with cardiovascular
decompensation, reduced cellular perfusion and oxygen
deliver y and the development of profound lactic
acidosis.[16] If oxygen delivery is not restored quickly, cell
membrane pumps fail and cellular function will not
recover even if adequate oxygen delivery is restored.
Depending on the number of cells sustaining irreversible
damage organ failure or death may ensure. Therefore,
the rational behind fluid replacement in the trauma patient
is to minimize the number of irreversibly damaged calls
by restoring adequate tissue perfusion and oxygen
delivery as rapidly as possible.[17]

Fluid administration is the cornerstone of acute
resuscitation. Intravascular volume is lost because of
hemorrhage, uptake by ischemic cells and extravasation
into the interstitial space. Administration of intravenous
fluids will predictably increase cardiac output and blood
pressure in a hypovolemic trauma patient.[19] Hence, it
might seem logical to start rapid fluid infusion as soon
as possible after trauma so that adequate perfusion is
restored as quickly as possible. This implies starting fluid
replacement at the scene. However, attempts to replace
fluid may delay the patient’s arrival in the hospital more
than 30 minutes and leads to less chance of improvement
in outcome in patients with severe trauma. Moreover,
under some circumstances, increasing the patients blood
pressure before control of hemorrhage may disrupt the
hemostatic thrombus by increase in blood pressure,
producing secondary hemorrhage.[20,21]
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[23]

below the diaphragm, at least one intravenous catheter
should be placed in the tributary of the superior vena
cava because vascular disruption of the inferior vena
cava may be present.
If circumstances prevent the use of peripheral veins,
large-caliber, central venous (femoral, jugular or
subclavian vein) access using the Seldinger technique
or saphenous vein cutdown is indicated depending on
the skill and experience level of the doctor. In children
younger than six years, the placement of an intraosseous
needle should be attempted before central line
insertion.[18]
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Despite the fact that most trauma patients presents
the signs and symptoms of hypovolemia due to
moderate-to-severe blood loss, packed red cells and
blood derivatives are uncommonly transfused on the
scene of the accident. It is important to carefully scrutinize
the pros and cons associated with their use even in more
advanced phases.[24,25] Today, many different classes of
fluids (other than blood and blood-derivatives) are
available[26] and their actions are best understood by
examining the relationship between the fluids used in
the resuscitation of trauma victims and the body’s water
compartments [Figure 1].
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Extracellular Space
Intracellular space

Interstitial

Intravasc

space

space

Dextrose 5% in Water
Crystalloids
Colloids
Figure 1: Distribution of body water and resuscitation fluids.
Dextrose 5% in water freely permeates the whole water distribution
space, whereas crystalloids and colloids have access only to the
extracellular and intravascular spaces, respectively

pharmacological and pharmacodynamic properties of the
colloids emphasize the significant differences between
these fluids.
In patients without capillary leak, the gelatin solutions
will exert a reasonable plasma oncotic pressure but, in
comparison with other colloids, this effect is short-lived
(about two hours).
Intravascular retention of dextran and hydroxyethyl
starch (HES) is significantly better than gelatin. [30]
However, the potential for dextran and HES to impair
coagulation limits their use for very high volume
resuscitation.This problem limits the maximum safe dose
of dextran to about 1500 ml or 70 Kg weight/day. Medium
and low molecular weight HES has limited effect on
coagulation than high molecular weight HES (450 / 0.7).
However, it has been recommended to restrict its use to
approximately 2 L / day in the average weight patient.
There is some evidence that HES (200/0.5) may improve
microcirculatory perfusion, possibly by reducing
endothelial swelling or by modifying leukocyte
adhesion.[31] It may inhibit some components of acute
inflammation[32] but as yet the potential impact of this on
outcome remains unclear. Most of these theoretical
advantages have been attributed to dextran as well.[33]
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fluid into the intravascular space[27] while intracellular
volume remains unchanged. [28] The replacement of
interstitial fluid as well as intravascular fluid would seem
logical. However, patients with severe injuries will quickly
develop systemic inflammatory response syndrome
(SIRS)[29] and with it, a leaky microcirculation. A significant
proportion of any colloid solution will enter the interstitial
space, the precise quantity being determined by the
range of molecular size, molecular charge and extent of
capillary leak. The better intravascular retention of
colloids in comparison with crystalloid may make it easier
to interpret the results of a colloid fluid challenge.

Colloids versus colloids : The wide-ranging

Hypertonic saline solutions : Hypertonic saline
solutions are attractive as they provide small volume
resuscitation and rapid restoration of hemodynamics with
laboratory evidence of improved microcirculatory
hemodynamics.[36] However, the role of hypertonic saline
solutions in trauma resuscitation has yet to be defined.
The side-effects of hypertonic saline are related to their
action and include hypernatremia, hyperchloremic
metabolic acidosis and the risk of pulmonary edema,
especially in patients with limited cardiac reserve.
Another theoretical risk derives from an excessive
increase of the volemia and / or arterial pressure, which
could enhance bleeding. Hypertonic solutions require
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further clinical investigation and, as yet, are not in
common use.

Hemoglobin solutions: In comparison with blood,
hemoglobin solution may provide oxygen delivery to
ischaemic tissue; the acellular fluid may perfuse
capillaries that are compressed by edema that would
prevent the passage of red cells and hemoglobin polymer
is able to filter from the circulation.[11] Advantages of
hemoglobin solutions include longer self-life, lower cost,
no need for cross-matching and minimal risk of viral
transmission. Concerns with hemoglobin solution include
the potential for inappropriate vasoconstriction and
hypertension as a result of increased scavenging of nitric
oxide and potentiation of coagulopathy because of
platelet impairment.[19] Although the long-term safety of
massive transfusion with any of the hemoglobin solutions
has yet to be demonstrated, it is highly likely that in the
future at least one of these fluids will be a routine therapy
for trauma patient resuscitation.

and urine output are crude assessment of the adequacy
of resuscitation following severe trauma. [44,45]
Hypoperfusion can coexist with normotension until
severe derangements occur, causing multiple organ
dysfunction syndrome. Furthermore, it is unclear whether
values of cardiac index, oxygen consumption and oxygen
delivery are valid endpoints or markers of a preferred
physiology associated with fewer complications and
perhaps improved survival. The search has continued
for valid markers of adequate resuscitation.[46,47]
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[38]

trauma increase mortality[39] and has a number of adverse
effects:[40]
1. Oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve is shifted to the
left which impairs peripheral oxygen unloading.
2. Shivering will compound the lactic acidosis that
accompanies hypovolemia.
3. Hypothermia increases bleeding by dilutional
coagulopathy.[41]
4. Hypothermia increases the risk of infection.[42]
5. Hypothermia increases the risk of cardiac morbid
events.[43]

Endpoints of Resuscitations
The conventional endpoints – heart rate, blood pressure
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1. Believe of many investigators that base deficit reflects
the hemodynamic and tissue perfusion changes
associated with hemorrhagic shock.[48] Base deficit is
extremely attractive, given the ease and the speed
with which the analysis can be completed.
The base deficit reflects the severity of shock, the
oxygen debt, changes in oxygen delivery, the
adequacy of fluid resuscitation and the likelihood of
multiple organ failure and survival with reasonable
accuracy in previously healthy adult and pediatric
trauma patients.[49-51] A base deficit between 2 and 5
mmol /L suggest mild shock, between 4-14 mmol/L
is a sign of severe shock. On admission base deficit
in excess of 5 to 8 mmol/L correlates with increased
mortality.[50,51]
2. Serum lactate determination is a reliable marker of
hypoperfusion in hemorrhagic shock.[52] Lactate levels
are a measure of anaerobic metabolism secondary
to inadequate DO2. The amount of lactate produced
is believed to correlate with the total oxygen debt,
the magnitude of hypoperfusion and thus, the severity
of shock. Although initial lactate levels may not
correlate with outcome, the ability to clear lactate to
normal seems to predict adequate resuscitation.
Serum lactate levels also can be followed as the
resuscitation continues. The normal plasma lactate
concentration is 0.5 to 1.5 mmol/L; levels above 5
mmol/L indicate significant lactic acidosis. The halflife of lactate is approximately 3h; thus the level
decreases rather gradually after correction of the
cause. Failure to clear lactate within 24 hours after
circulatory shock is a predictor of increased
mortality.[53]
3. Organ specific monitoring: It may be useful in ensuring
adequate resuscitation. The splanchnic bed is a
region that affected earliest by hypoperfusion.
Therefore, measuring intramucosal (gastric mucosal)

IJCCM October-December 2003 Vol 7 Issue 4

pH may allow more rapid identification of
hypoperfusion. Sustained decrease in intracellular pH
correlates with systemic and intraabdominal
complications, such as intraabdominal abscesses,
bacteremia and intraabdominal hypertension.
4. Sublingual capnometry is a noninvasive addition to
organ perfusion monitoring. In trauma patients in the
early phase of shock, it detected hemorrhage as
accurately as base deficit and plasma lactate.[54] The
device consists of a sublingual CO 2 sensor that
directly measures mucosal PCO2. The normal value
for SLPCO2 is 45 to 50 mm Hg; elevated levels
suggest organ hypoperfusion.
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Summary
Fluid management in severely injured patients is a
complicated issue and there are no high-ranked
randomized, controlled trials that can help to classify the
situation. Prehospital fluid replacement must not delay
the patient’s transfer to hospital. Once, hemorrhage is
controlled, restoration of normovolemia is a priority.
Initially, the precise fluid used is probably not important,
as long as appropriate volume is given. Anemia is much
better tolerated than hypovolemia. The crystalloid colloid
debate continues but existing clinical practice is more
likely to reflect local biases and dogma rather than
evidence based medicine. Colloids vary substantially in
their pharmacology and pharmacokinetics. In the
presence of SIRS, when the microcirculation is ‘leaky’,
there may be some advantages to high or medium weight
colloids such as hydroxyethyl starch. At this stage,
gelatins (smaller molecular weight colloid) offer little
advantage over crystalloids. Hypertonic saline solutions
may have some benefit in patients with head injuries.
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